
ONE YEAR TO THE DAY 
by Kate Esposito 

 
 It occurred to me about a month ago that when we observe Martin Luther King Day this month 

on Jan. 20th, the day will be exactly one year prior to the Inauguration.  (Are you scared?  Yeah, me 

too!)   

 As we all know, the Voting Rights Act signed by President Lyndon Johnson on August 6, 1965, 

guaranteed the right to vote for Black citizens who, especially in the South, often risked their lives to 

cast their ballots.  On May 17, 1957 Dr. King addressed 25,000 civil-rights activists who had gathered 

at the memorial for the Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom saying, “The denial of this sacred right is a 

tragic betrayal of the highest mandates of our democratic tradition.  And so our most urgent request to 

the president of the United States and every member of Congress is to give us the right to vote.”  So on 

that hot August day as he stood overlooking LBJ signing the Act more than eight years later, he knew 

that he had helped achieved full citizenship rights for his people.  What he couldn’t have known was 

how difficult it would be to achieve the full measure of the Act as the decades would pass.    

 

 

 

 So, here we are some 55 years later, anticipating the Iowa Caucus, some odd form of an 

electoral process on February 3rd, and the New Hampshire Primary on February 11th.  Both of these 

states have heavy majority white populations (Iowa 90.7% and New Hampshire 93.2%) according to 

the U.S. Census Bureau, July 1, 2018 estimates.  Historically, these two states, whose combined 

population is 4,512,603, have significant influence on who eventually wins the Democratic nomination.  

According to FactCheck, since the Iowa caucus and New Hampshire primary came to national 

prominence as the first two contests in the modern presidential nomination system in 1972, the only 

Democratic candidate to lose both and go on to win the presidency is Bill Clinton.  Of the eight major 

http://www.iowacaucus.org/iacaucus.html
http://www.politicallibrary.org/Past-Primary/History.aspx
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/election/iowa-newhampshire/nh-history.html


Democratic candidates in 2008, Barack Obama surprised the political world when he won the Iowa 

caucus.  The rest, as they say, is history.   

 As of this writing, Sen. Kamala Harris has suspended her presidential campaign. Sen. Cory 

Booker has barely qualified for the next debate stage by raising enough money, but has not polled well 

enough.  He says he is resolute about staying in the race.  Julian Castro did not qualify for the last 

debate and his future viability remains questionable.  Then there is former NYC Mayor and billionaire 

Michael Bloomberg who is circumventing the debate process entirely, instead personally financing a 

huge media presence in expensive markets.  So, even before the first primary, the proud boasts of the 

Democratic Party about the diversity and talent of the field have already been diminished by the stark 

realities of a rigged system.    

 I think most of us would agree that there are problems with how we elect a president.  Does 

the electoral college favor smaller, rural, whiter states?  Do the financial and polling data, the 

qualifying quotas for debates, discriminate against candidates of color?  Do the white male 

billionaires, who fund their own campaigns, push out others just by virtue of their ability to sway 

public opinion with high production value messaging?  What about horribly gerrymandered districts, 

often based on race, that virtually insure the election of certain candidates?  Will voter suppression 

efforts and court rulings canceling important monitoring provisions of the Voting Rights Act affect 

future outcomes of elections?  (Although the House has voted to reauthorize the Act with stronger 

enforcement provisions, only one Republican, Brian Fitzpatrick from PA voted to support.  The Senate 

will, in all likelihood vote against it.)  Have they already done so?  What happened to Stacey Abrams’ 

bid in her run for Governor in Georgia?  What if folks can’t make it to the polls on time because they 

have to work two jobs?  Oh, and let’s not discount the efforts by the Russians, and now maybe others, 

to inject fake news, conspiracy theories and toxic opinions that are often racist in nature, into the 

electoral information stream, which can poison the whole process and change outcomes.  And let’s 

hope they don’t actually hack into any systems, changing vote tallies.   

 So, as we observe Martin Luther King Day this year, we owe it to his memory, and all those who 

fought for and died to gain the right to vote, to make sure we all VOTE, and encourage others to 

overcome barriers that suppress the vote.  We can register people who have historically been 

disenfranchised, work to increase turn-out on election days, disabuse false information, encourage 

thinking that voting does indeed matter despite all of the problems with the system.  And think about 



what steps we can take to fix the electoral process that would make this democracy one that works for 

everyone. 

 It is time for national legislation that will encourage voter participation, eliminate barriers, and 

guarantee electoral fairness and integrity.  Not what we have today, a system that discriminates and 

discourages people from voting.  A system that Dr. King would want us to fix. 

  

  

     


